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ABSTRACT

The current and field distributions of various structures can be calculated using
full-wave numerical modeling codes. However, this approach is limited by the complex
models and extensive computational resources required to analyze the details of each
structure. In addition, brute-force modeling of the entire geometry provides relatively
little physical insight into the electromagnetic interference (EMI) source mechanisms.
Alternatively an effective equivalent model can be obtained by eliminating sources and
structures that do not contribute significantly to the radiated emissions and focusing on
the features that could possibly be significant sources of EMI. Equivalent models are
generally much simpler than model-everything full-wave models and provide physical
insight into the features that have the greatest impact on radiated emissions.
This dissertation includes four chapters on development of reduced complexity
models for the modeling of antennas and printed circuit board (PCB) structures. In the
first chapter, a simplified model for normal mode helical antennas is proposed. In this
model, the highly curved structure of the helix is replaced with straight wires and lumped
elements. The simplified model can be used to reduce the complexity of full-wave
models that include a helical antenna. It also can be used to estimate the performance of a
helical antenna without full-wave modeling of the helical structure.
The second chapter describes a model for determining the common-mode currents
on cables attached to a PCB that is based on the concept of imbalance difference. The
imbalance difference model is derived from research that shows that changes in
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geometrical imbalance cause differential- to common-mode conversion. The imbalance
difference model can be used to estimate the radiated emissions from trace-board
structures due to common-mode currents induced on attached cables.
The third chapter introduces a new closed-form expression for estimating the
maximum radiated emissions from the board-source-cable structure. This expression is
based on two improvements to a closed-form expression in a 2008 paper published in the
IEEE Transactions on EMC. The accuracy of the estimate for larger frequency ranges is
improved by using an expression for the envelope of F(θ, k, lant) that equals the maximum
value at every resonant frequency. A modified expression for calculating the effective
length of the board improves the accuracy of the estimate when applied to nearly square
boards.
In the forth chapter, a modeling technique is proposed to speed up the analysis of
PCBs with coupled microstrip lines that induce common-mode currents on attached
cables. Based on the concept of imbalance difference, differential-mode sources are
converted to equivalent common-mode sources that drive the attached cable and the PCB
reference plane. A closed-form expression is also developed based on the imbalance
difference model to estimate the maximum radiated emissions from the PCB.
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CHAPTER ONE
A SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR NORMAL MODE HELICAL ANTENNAS
Changyi Su, Haixin Ke, and Todd Hubing

ABSTRACT
Normal mode helical antennas are widely used for RFID and mobile
communications applications due to their relatively small size and omni-directional
radiation pattern. However, their highly curved geometry can make the design and
analysis of helical antennas that are part of larger complex structures quite difficult. A
simplified model is proposed that replaces the curved helix with straight wires and
lumped elements. The simplified model can be used to reduce the complexity of fullwave models that include a helical antenna. It also can be used to estimate the
performance of a helical antenna without full-wave modeling of the helical structure.

1.1 INTRODUCTION
The helical antenna was introduced by John D. Kraus in 1946. Based on the farfield radiation pattern, a helical antenna operates in one of two principle modes: the
normal mode with the maximum radiation perpendicular to the helix axis; or the axial
mode with the maximum radiation in the direction of the axis [1]. The normal mode
dominates when the diameter and axial length of the helix are much smaller than a
wavelength. The radiation pattern of the normal mode helical antenna is omni-directional
and generally similar to the pattern of a short dipole antenna. The self-resonant structure
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enables normal mode helical antennas to have radiation characteristics comparable to
longer, straight-wire resonant dipole antennas [2]. Hence, normal mode helical antennas
find many applications where the physical dimensions of the antennas are important, such
as handsets [3], cellular phones [4]-[6] and RFID tags [7].
Unlike straight-wire dipole antennas, helical antennas are three-dimensional in
structure and there is a lack of reliable formulas for their design [8]. Most practical
designs are the result of physical measurement trial-and-error, which is time-consuming
and subject to errors introduced by the measurement facilities [4]. Therefore, numerical
techniques are essential to helical antenna design and analysis [9], [10]. Helical antennas
are mainly composed of curved surfaces and modeling these antennas using general
purpose numerical tools requires mesh elements to be generated to fit the helical wire
surfaces. This requires a large density of mesh elements and a great deal of computational
resources. When modeling large systems that include a helical antenna, a significant
portion of the computational effort may be devoted solely to the analysis of the helix,
even when the helix is a small part of the total structure’s volume.
In this paper, a simplified model is proposed to speed up the analysis of large
structures containing helical antennas. In the simplified model, the helix is approximated
by short straight wire segments connected by lumped elements representing the
inductance of the helical turns. Theoretical calculations of the equivalent parameters are
discussed. Nine different helix configurations are simulated using a general purpose fullwave modeling code to confirm the validity of the proposed model. The resonant
frequency and input impedance of each configuration are examined. To further test the
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simplified model, two practical examples, an RFID antenna and a handset antenna, are
also examined.
1.2 SIMPLIFIED MODEL
Figure 1.1(a) shows the geometry of a helical dipole antenna. The helix is
uniformly wound with a constant pitch, S. The radius of a helix can be uniform or
tapered. In this paper, only uniform helices with constant radius, R, are considered. The
helix’s conductor is a wire of radius, a, with a circular cross section. The antenna is fed at
the midpoint of the coil winding. In this section, a simplified model of the helix is
analyzed and analytical expressions for estimating the model parameters are established.

Figure 1.1. (a) Helical antenna. (b) Wire-and-loop model. (c) Wire-and-inductor model.
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It has been shown [1] that the helix can be approximated as a series of small loops
and dipoles when the physical dimensions of the helix are much smaller than a
wavelength. The equivalent wire-and-loop model for the helical antenna is shown in
Figure 1.1(b). The wire-and-loop model suggests that the axial ratio of the normal mode
helical antenna can be expressed as
AR 

E
2S
2S 

 2
2
E  2 R 
C

(1)

where Sλ=S/λ and Cλ=C/λ. C is the circumference of the loop.
Most practical normal-mode helical antennas have an axial ratio greater than 1. In
these antennas, the radiated field from the loops is smaller than the radiated field from the
straight wire segments. We can generally neglect the radiation from the loops without
incurring significant error. For example, if we require 2 dB of accuracy, we can still
neglect the field radiated by the loops as long as,
E  E
E

 2 dB

(2)

Equations (1) and (2) imply that we can neglect the radiation from the loops as long as,
AR  4

(3)

From (1), it is clear that different axial ratios can be achieved by proper selection of the
helix dimensions. For example, with Cλ<0.1, AR>4 is satisfied when Sλ>0.02. The limits
of the diameter and the pitch of the helix can be better expressed using the definition of
pitch angle, e.g. in this case,
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tan   

S
 0.2 or   11
C

(4)

When the radiation from the loops can be neglected, they function like inductors.
With this in mind, the wire-and-loop model can be further simplified by substituting
inductors for the small loops as shown in Figure 1.1(c). The proposed, simplified model
consists of one straight wire segment per turn. Each segment is oriented vertically and
has a length equal to the pitch of the helix. The segments are connected by lumped,
inductive elements. The lumped elements do not increase the size of the mesh and do not
significantly add to the computational complexity of the numerical analysis. Therefore,
the simplified model requires considerably less computational resources to analyze than
the original full-structure analysis.
In the original helix structure, the adjacent turns are coupled together via both
mutual inductance and mutual capacitance. Since all the turns are coaxially oriented,
some of the magnetic flux generated by one turn will pass through the neighboring turns.
This part of flux induces a voltage that has the same polarity as the voltage drop caused
by the self-inductance. In addition to the magnetic field coupling, electric field coupling
also occurs between turns. The turn-to-turn capacitance provides an alternative current
path that bypasses the loop and the straight wire. In the following sections, analytical
expressions are derived that compensate for the mutual coupling that is missing in the
simplified model.
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1.2.1 Equivalent Loop Inductance
The parameters that need to be determined for the wire-and-inductor model in
Figure 1(c) include the equivalent inductance L of a single turn, and the equivalent radius
a’ of a short wire segment. The equivalent inductance includes the self-inductance Lself of
one turn and the mutual inductance M coupled from its adjacent turns,
L  Lself  2M

(5)

The self inductance of a loop placed in free space is given by the double integral
Neumann formula [13],
Lself 

0
4

 
C

C

dl dl 
r

(6)

where μ0 is the permeability of free space; and dl and dl  represent the differential
elements on the same wire loop, C or C’, separated by a distance, r. For a circular loop of
wire, a closed form approximation for Equation (6) is given by the following expression
[13]:
  8R  
Lloop  0 R ln 
  2
  a  

(7)

where R is the loop radius and a is the wire radius.
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Figure 1.2. Helical curve.

As shown in Figure 1.2, the actual distance between any two points, A and B, on
the helical curve is,
r  r02  z 2

(8)

where r0 is the distance between A’ and B’ obtained by projecting point A and B onto the
x-y plane. Δz is the distance between points A and B in the z direction. When the pitch is
small compared to the coil radius, the distance between A and B is approximately equal to
that between A’ and B’ or r ≈ r0. Therefore, for a small pitch angle, Equation (7) is a good
approximation of the self inductance of a helix turn. However, as the pitch angle
increases, Δz increases quickly. Consequently, the self inductance of a helix turn with a
large pitch angle is much smaller than the inductance calculated by (7). Notice that for
any point on the helix curve,
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z
S

R 2 R

(9)

Therefore,
z 

S
2 R

R

(10)

Using the approximation,
r0  R

(11)

Equation (8) becomes
2

 z 
 S 
r  r0    1  r0 
 1
 2 R 
 r0 
2

(12)

Substituting (12) into (6), the self inductance of a helix turn is given by,
0
4

 0
4

Lself 




 Lloop

dl dl 
r
dl dl 
1
2
r0
 S 

 1
 2 R 
2 R

 2 R 
 Lloop cos  

2

(13)

 S2

The mutual inductance between two adjacent turns can be approximated by the mutual
inductance between two coaxially oriented circular loops of radius R, separated by a
distance S [13].
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M

0 R 4

(14)

3

2  R2  S 2  2

1.2.2 Equivalent Wire Radius
The capacitance of a wire with length l and radius a placed in free space is given
by [14],
Cw 

 0 l
l
2ln  
a

(15)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space. In Figure 1(c), one helix turn is replaced by a
short wire segment with a length equal to the helix pitch. The wire length is much shorter
than the turn length; therefore, the total wire capacitance is reduced. To maintain the
correct capacitance, the radius of the straight wire segments must be increased. The
capacitance of the thicker wire should equal the capacitance of a helix turn. Therefore,
the equivalent radius, a’, is obtained using the following expression:
ltot
S

S
l 
ln   ln  tot 

a 
 a 

where ltot 

 2 R 

(16)

2

 S2 .

The term on the left-hand side of (16) is the capacitance of a wire segment in the
simplified model. The term on the right-hand side of (16) is the capacitance of a turn in
the original helix. Equation (16) is based on an assumption that the mutual capacitance
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between turns is negligible compared to the self capacitance of the wire. This is a
reasonable assumption when the pitch angle satisfies the condition in Equation (4).
1.3 VALIDATION OF THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL
In order to validate the simplified model described in the previous sections, the
input impedances and the radiation patterns of helical antennas and the corresponding
simplified models were calculated using a full-wave numerical modeling tool [17]. Since
a normal mode helical antenna is generally designed to operate at its resonant frequency,
the performance of the simplified model near resonance is important. The evaluation was
done by computing the relative differences in the calculated input resistance and resonant
frequency. The error in the input resistance is defined as the ratio of the resistance
difference over R0, the input resistance of the helical antenna at its resonant frequency f0.
The error in the resonant frequency of the helical antenna is defined as the difference
between the resonant frequency of the simplified antenna,𝑓1 f1, and the full helix, f0,
divided by f0. Expressed as a percentage, the equations for these errors are indicated
below:
Error  Re  

R0 - R

Error  f  

f 0 - f1

R0

f0

 100%

(17)

 100%

(18)

The geometrical parameters of the antennas evaluated are given in Table 1.1. The
antennas are grouped in three sets. Within each set, one parameter was varied.
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Table 1.1. Geometrical parameters of helical antennas.
No
1
2
3

Geometry
Different wire radius
N  10, R  1 mm, S  1.68 mm,   15 , a  0.01 mm
N  10, R  1 mm, S  1.68 mm,   15 , a  0.02 mm
N  10, R  1 mm, S  1.68 mm,   15 , a  0.04 mm

Resonant frequency
2.89 GHz
2.97 GHz
3.08 GHz

Different pitch angle
4
5
6

N  10, R  2 mm, S  2.67 mm,   12 , a  0.02 mm
N  10, R  2 mm, S  4.57 mm,   20 , a  0.02 mm
N  10, R  2 mm, S  10.5 mm,   40 , a  0.02 mm

1.47 GHz
1.38 GHz
1.00 GHz

Different number of turns
7
8
9

N  10, R  2 mm, S  4.57 mm,   20 , a  0.02 mm
N  20, R  2 mm, S  4.57 mm,   20 , a  0.02 mm
N  40, R  2 mm, S  4.57 mm,   20 , a  0.02 mm

1.38 GHz
741 MHz
395 MHz

Table 1.2. Equivalent parameters of simplified models.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Error (Re) (%) Error (f) (%)
2.2
1.3
1.5
1.3
0.7
1.6
3.2
2.7
4.0
0.1
0.6
1.0
4.0
0.1
1.4
1.7
3.2
2.2

Equivalent parameters
a  31.5a, L  6.21nH
a  18.9a, L  5.35 nH
a  11.3a, L  4.51nH
a  34.8a, L  13.2 nH
a  24.7a, L  11.5 nH
a  7.11a, L  9.07 nH
a  24.7a, L  11.5 nH
a  24.7a, L  11.5 nH
a  24.7a, L  11.5 nH

The relative errors in the input resistance and resonant frequency for each case are
listed in Table 1.2. The input resistances at the resonant frequency of the simplified
model are in reasonable agreement (within 5%) with values calculated for the full helix in
all cases. The good agreement suggests that the analytical formulas (13) - (16) are
sufficiently accurate near resonance for the helical antenna geometries evaluated. Table
1.3 shows the computation time and the amount of memory per frequency required to
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analyze each original helical antenna and its simplified model. The simplified model
significantly reduces both the CPU-time and the memory usage.

(a) Case 4: Input resistance.

(b) Case4: Input reactance.

(c) Case 6: Input resistance.

(d) Case 6: Input reactance.

Figure 1.3. Input impedance for Cases 4 and 6.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4. Radiation patterns for Case 4: (a) Azimuth plane field pattern (b) Elevation
plane field pattern.

Table 1.3. CPU-time and memory usage.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

CPU-time (Second)
Memory-usage (MBtye)
Original model Simplified model Original model Simplified model
4.28
0.4
14.8
0.54
4.23
0.65
14.8
0.75
4.95
0.64
16.9
0.96
20.8
0.46
65.6
0.72
24.9
0.46
74.4
0.82
44.3
2.37
115.5
2.8
24.9
0.43
74.4
0.82
146.4
1.51
311.3
2.67
506
5.42
890
9.54

One application of the simplified model is RFID antennas, which are widely used
for identification and tracking of objects using radio waves. Recently, tire makers have
begun embedding RFID tags in some of their tires to enable them to be tracked
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electronically. These tags often employ helical antennas embedded in a dielectric material
as illustrated in Figure 1.5. In this example, the antenna is designed to resonate at around
920 MHz. The parameters of the helix are: N = 106 turns, R = 0.5 mm, S = 0.833 mm, a =
0.09 mm. The dimensions of the dielectric block are 97 x 11 x 11 mm. The relative
permittivity of the dielectric is 4.0.

Figure 1.5. An RFID antenna embedded in a dielectric block.

The input impedance of both the RFID antenna and the simplified model are
calculated for the antenna in air and the antenna in the dielectric block (Figure 1.6). The
difference between the helix and simplified model calculations of the input impedance is
less than 5% for both the RFID antenna in air and in the dielectric block.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.6. Input impedance of the RFID antenna and its simplified model: (a) Input
resistance in air (b) Input reactance in air (c) Input resistance in dielectric (d) Input
reactance in dielectric.

In order to further test the proposed model, a practical helical antenna design [3]
for mobile handsets was also simulated. In this design, two helical antennas are mounted
on top of a metal box (10 x 4.8 x 1.67 cm) and separated by 3.125 cm (Figure 1.7).
Antenna 1 is excited and Antenna 2 is connected to a 50-Ω load. The helical antenna
array is tuned to resonate at about 1.65 GHz. The antenna parameters are: N = 2.6 turns, S
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= 9.94 mm, R = 2.1 mm, a = 0.28 mm. The simplified model requires an integer number
of turns. Therefore, the number of turns was set to 3 in this simulation.

Figure 1.7. Mobile handset and coordinate system.

The simulation results are shown in Figures 1.8 and 1.9. The input resistance of
the simplified model is close to that of the helical antenna near the resonant frequency.
The error in the resonant frequency is only 1%. The radiation pattern predicted by the
simplified model is identical to that of the helical antenna in both azimuth and elevation
planes. The good agreement demonstrates that the proposed model is not only suitable for
dipole-helical antennas, but it can be also applied to monopole-helical antennas.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.8. Input impedance of the helical antenna of the handset: (a) Input resistance (b)
Input reactance.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.9. Radiation patterns for the handset helical antenna in the Azimuth plane: (a) Eθ
(b) Eφ.
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1.4 CONCLUSIONS
A simplified model for helical antennas has been proposed. In the model, the
highly curved structure of the helix is replaced with a straight-wire and inductor structure.
The number of elements required to model the helix is significantly reduced; and
therefore, analysis of the simplified model uses much less computational resources than
analysis of the full helix.
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CHAPTER TWO
IMBALANCE DIFFERENCE MODEL FOR COMMON-MODE RADIATION FROM
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
Changyi Su and Todd Hubing

ABSTRACT
The differential-mode signals in printed circuit board (PCB) traces are unlikely to
produce significant amounts of radiated emissions directly; however these signals may
induce common-mode currents on attached cables, enclosures or heatsinks that result in
radiated electromagnetic interference. Full-wave EM modeling can be performed in order
to determine the level of radiated emissions produced by a PCB, but this modeling is
computationally demanding and doesn’t provide the physical insight necessary to explain
how differential signals induce common-mode currents on distant objects. This paper
describes a model for determining the common-mode currents on cables attached to a
PCB that is based on the concept of imbalance difference. The imbalance difference
model is derived from research that shows that changes in geometrical imbalance cause
differential- to common-mode conversion. This paper applies an imbalance difference
model to PCB structures and compares the resulting equivalent source configurations to
those obtained with traditional voltage- and current-driven models as well as full
structure simulations.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
Common-mode currents are much more likely to generate significant levels of
unintentional radiated emissions than differential-mode currents [1]. Signal traces on
PCBs carry differential currents by design, but the signals on these traces can couple to
larger nearby objects such as heatsinks, enclosures and attached cables. The commonmode currents induced on these objects can be significant sources of radiated emissions.
For simple PCB structures, the radiated emissions can be calculated using fullwave numerical modeling codes. However, this approach is limited by the complex
models and extensive computational resources required to analyze the details of each
trace structure. In addition, brute-force modeling of the entire board provides relatively
little physical insight into the electromagnetic interference (EMI) source mechanisms.
Alternatively an effective equivalent model can be obtained by eliminating sources and
differential signal structures that do not contribute significantly to the radiated emissions
and focusing on the features that could possibly be significant sources of EMI. Equivalent
models are generally much simpler than model-everything full-wave models and provide
physical insight into the board features that have the greatest impact on radiated
emissions.
Two equivalent models analyzing the differential-mode to common-mode
conversion in PCBs were introduced in a 1994 paper by Hockanson [2]. These models
are commonly referred to as current-driven and voltage-driven sources, referring to the
prominent differential signal parameter affecting the common-mode currents induced on
the external structures. The current-driven mechanism refers to common-mode currents
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induced by the signal currents returning in the “ground” structure causing voltage
differences between objects referenced to different parts of the structure [2]-[4]. The
voltage-driven mechanism refers to electric-field coupling from traces or heatsinks that
are at one potential to cables or other external objects that are at a different potential [5][7]. An equivalent wire antenna model for estimating voltage-driven common-mode
currents was developed in [5]. In this model, the common-mode voltage source is placed
at the junction between the ground plane and the attached cable. The magnitude of the
equivalent voltage source is expressed in terms of the ratio of the self-capacitances of the
board and the trace or heatsink.
These equivalent models are typically applied in situations where it is assumed
that one coupling mechanism is dominant. However, for trace-and-board geometries,
common-mode currents due to the electric and the magnetic field coupling coexist and
can be comparable in strength. Therefore, it is desirable to model the coupling between
the differential signals on the board and the common-mode currents on attached cables
without specifying a particular field coupling mechanism. In the work presented here, an
equivalent model based on the concept of imbalance difference [8, 9] is described. The
imbalance difference model is another way of describing how differential-mode signals
are converted to common-mode voltages and currents, based on changes in the degree of
imbalance in PCB transmission systems. Using a parameter called the current-division
factor or imbalance parameter, the magnitude and location of equivalent common-mode
sources can be derived quantitatively. These common-mode sources then replace all of
the differential signal structures on the PCB. This paper demonstrates the application of
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the imbalance difference model to PCB circuit structures and compares the models
obtained to current- and voltage-driven models and to full-wave simulations of the entire
board structure.
2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE IMBALANCE DIFFERENCE
In 2000, a paper by Watanabe demonstrated that geometrical imbalance in a
circuit does not necessarily result in differential-mode to common-mode conversion.
Instead, it was proposed that changes in the imbalance are responsible. Watanabe
introduced a method for quantifying the imbalance in a given transmission line structure
and showed that it was possible to characterize the differential- to common-mode
conversion by introducing equivalent common-mode voltage sources at points where
there was a change in the imbalance. This idea was subsequently developed in a number
of other publications [10]-[15] and has proven to be a powerful tool for the design and
modeling of PCB structures.
In order to illustrate how this concept can be applied to PCBs with attached
cables, consider the structure shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1 schematically shows a
simple circuit board structure with a signal trace routed over a solid ground plane. The
board has cables attached to both ends that are referenced to the ground plane. The
microstrip trace is driven at one end and terminated at the other end. The trace-board
geometry is electrically small at low frequencies where common-mode currents induced
on the cables are likely to be the dominant source of radiated emissions. The space
between the trace and the ground plane is filled with a dielectric material with a dielectric
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constant, εr, and a thickness, t. In Figure 2.1, the thickness, t, is exaggerated for clarity. In
most practical structures, t is several orders of magnitude smaller than L and W.

Figure 2.1. A trace-board structure with cables attached to the ground plane.

An imbalance parameter can be defined for any transmission line geometry. The
imbalance parameter is a number between 0 and 0.5, where a perfectly balanced structure
(e.g. two symmetric conductors with identical cross sections) has an imbalance parameter
of 0.5. Perfectly unbalanced structures (e.g. a coaxial cable or a trace over an infinite
ground plane) have imbalance parameters equal to 0. The imbalance parameter, denoted
as “ h ” in this paper, is dependent on the cross-sectional structure of the transmission line
and therefore changes when two transmission lines with different cross-sections are
connected.
The change in the imbalance at the interconnection can be used define an
equivalent common-mode voltage source for the purpose of modeling the common-mode
currents induced on the structure. Using Figure 2.2 as an example, there is a change in the
imbalance parameter, h, at both ends of the microstrip. At each end, the width of the trace
varies from a finite value, a, to zero. At the discontinuity points A and B, as shown in
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Figure 2.2 (a), common-mode voltages are generated in the ground plane and their
magnitudes are computed as the product of the differential-mode voltage and the change
in the imbalance parameter [9],
(1)

VC ( x)  hVN ( x)

where VN is the differential-mode voltage between the signal trace and the return plane,
and x denotes the location of the common-mode excitation. According to (1), the
common-mode excitation at location A is computed by,
VC ( A)   h2  h1 VN ( A)

(2)

and the common-mode excitation at B is
VC ( B)   h3  h2 VN (B)

(3)

The common-mode equivalent geometry is excited by ΔVc(A) and ΔVc(B), which
are placed on the board at points A and B, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.2(b).
As indicated in (2) and (3), the relationship between the differential-mode and
common-mode source amplitudes is completely determined by the change of the
imbalance parameter. The imbalance parameter, h, is defined as,
h

(4)

I CM  signal
I CM

where ICM and ICM-signal are the total common-mode current and the common-mode
current flowing on the signal trace, respectively. For microstrip trace structures, this
parameter is given by [12],
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h

(5)

Ctrace
Ctrace  Cboard

where Ctrace and Cboard are the stray capacitances per unit length of the signal trace and
the ground plane, respectively. Stray capacitance does not include the mutual capacitance
between the trace and ground plane and is represented by the lines of electric flux that
originate on the trace or the board and terminate at infinity. Equation (5) was derived
from the telegrapher’s equations with the assumption that only the TEM mode propagates
on each transmission line. The line capacitances per unit length can be extracted
numerically using a two-dimensional electrostatic or quasi-static code. In this paper,
QuickField Students’ version [16], a free two-dimensional finite element code, was used
to compute the capacitances in all simulations presented in Section 2.4.

Figure 2.2. Imbalance difference model: (a) trace-and-board configuration (b) equivalent
model.

The imbalance parameter for the portions of the structure extending beyond the
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trace is zero. The imbalance parameter for the trace-board portion, h2, must always be
between zero and one. Since h1 and h3 are zero, the common-mode voltages in (2) and (3)
can be rewritten as,
(6)

VCM ( A)  h2VN ( A)

and
(7)

VCM ( B)  h2VN ( B)

An important restriction on the use of this modeling approach is that the crosssection of the board-trace configuration must be small relative to a wavelength;
otherwise, the imbalance factor is not well defined. This restriction also applies to
traditional voltage- and current-driven models.
2.3 IMBALANCE DIFFERENCE COMPARED TO VOLTAGE- AND CURRENTDRIVEN MODELS
2.3.1 Imbalance Difference Model for the Trace-board Configuration
Figure 2.3 illustrates the imbalance difference model for the trace-board
configuration of Figure 2.1 after the trace and differential-mode source have been
replaced by the equivalent common-mode sources. Expressed as a function of the trace
current, the magnitude of the differential-mode voltage between the trace and the ground
plane at point A in Figure 2.1 is,
(8)

VN ( A)  j 2 fLtrace I DM  Z L I DM

Combining (5), (6) and (8), the equivalent common-mode voltage at point A is,
(9)

V1  jh2 fLtrace I DM  hZ L I DM
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where I DM is the differential-mode current. Taking the differential-mode current as a
reference, the phasor expression for the common-mode voltage is
(10)

V1  2 fLtrace I DM 90  hZ L I DM 0
 h 2 fILtrace DM 90  h

ZL
VDM 0
ZS  ZL

Similarly, the equivalent common-mode voltage at point B is given by
(11)

ZL
V2  h
VDM
ZS  ZL

Figure 2.3. Imbalance difference model for the trace-board configuration in Figure 2.1.

From (10) and (11), the equivalent model consists of two parts. One part is the
first term in (10), which is proportional to the differential-mode current. The other part is
the second term in (10) and (11), which is proportional to the differential-mode voltage.
2.3.2 Voltage- and Current-driven Models for the Trace-board Configuration
It is interesting to compare the imbalance difference model to a combination of
the current-driven model [3] and the voltage-driven model [5] as shown in Figure 2.4. In
the current-driven model, one equivalent voltage source is placed at the midpoint of the
current return path on the board. The magnitude of the source is proportional to the
differential-mode current flowing through the trace,
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(12)

V1  2 fLreturn I DM

where Lreturn is the partial inductance of the return plane [4]

Lreturn

(13)

 tl
1
 0 t
 W 1  4 1  2 t W  s W 2

s is the offset of the trace from the center of the board, and t, lt, W are the trace height ,
the trace length and the board width as shown in Figure 2.1, respectively.
In the voltage-driven model, equivalent voltage sources are placed at the junctions
between the cables and the plane. The magnitudes of the voltage sources are expressed in
terms of the ratio of the self-capacitances of the board and the trace,
V2  V3 

(14)

Ctrace
ZL
VDM
Cboard Z S  Z L

Figure 2.4. Equivalent model based on the current and voltage-driven models.

Although the two equivalent models (Figures. 2.3 and 2.4) differ in the number,
the locations, and the magnitudes of the equivalent sources, they are both approximately
equivalent to the original trace-board configuration. It is demonstrated in the next section
that the predicted radiated emissions using the two models produce similar results at
frequencies up to 500 MHz.
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2.3.3 Equivalent models for Shorted and Open Trace Configurations
A shorted-trace configuration is a special case of Figure 2.2(a) that enhances the
current-driven coupling and suppresses the voltage-driven coupling to the cables.

Figure 2.5. Imbalance difference model for the shorted trace structure.

At point A, the equivalent common-mode voltage is given by (2),
(15)

VCM  h2VN ( A)


Ctrace
2 fLtrace I DM
Ctrace  Cboard

The loop inductance causes the differential current IDM to lag the differentialmode voltage VDM. Assuming the phasor of the differential current is I DM 0 , the
common-mode voltage in (15) can be expressed using phasor notation as,
VCM  2 fLtrace

(16)

Ctrace
I DM 90
Ctrace  Cboard

The trace is shorted to the ground plane at the load side; so according to (3), the
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magnitude of the equivalent common-mode excitation at point B is zero,
VC  B   h2VN ( B)  0

(17)

To enhance the voltage-driven coupling and suppress the current-driven coupling
to the cables, the load end of the trace is open-circuited as shown in Figure 2.6(a). Since
the imbalance parameter is independent of the loading condition, (5) is still valid for the
open-circuit case. Therefore, the magnitude of the equivalent common-mode voltage is,
VCM 

(18)

Ctrace
VDM
Ctrace  Cboard

Two common-mode voltage sources are placed on the return plane. Those sources
have the same magnitude but opposite phase.
The equivalent antenna model for the open-circuit geometry is shown in Figure
2.6(b).

Figure 2.6. Imbalance difference model for the open-circuit structure.
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In the imbalance difference model of the open-circuit geometry, two commonmode voltage sources are placed at points A and B, respectively. They have the same
magnitude but opposite phases. Hence, the common-mode current distribution is mirrored
across the center of the board.
It is noted that the current-driven mechanism induces common-mode currents that
flow in the same direction on the two cables, while the voltage-driven mechanism
induces common-mode currents that flow in opposite directions on the two cables.
Therefore, when both mechanisms are significant, the total common-mode current will
not be the same on both wires.
2.4 MODELING EXAMPLES
2.4.1 Trace Terminated with 50 ohms
To evaluate the imbalance difference models described in the previous section,
numerical simulations of the trace-board configuration in Figure 2.1 were performed. The
maximum radiated electric fields at a distance of 3 meters were calculated for both the
original configuration (modeling the entire trace-board structure) and the equivalent
common-mode models (i.e., the imbalance difference model, current-driven model and
voltage-driven

model).

The

simulations

were

performed

using

a

full-wave

electromagnetic modeling code based on the method of moments [17].
The board dimensions were 10 cm x W cm, where W was the width of the board.
A 5-cm long, 1-mm wide trace was placed 3 mm above the plane, and two 50-cm cables
were attached to the board and oriented horizontally. A 2-V source with a 50-Ω series
impedance was connected between one end of the trace and the ground plane. The other
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end of the trace was terminated by a 50-ohm resistor. The board was located in free
space.
Figure 2.7 shows the maximum radiated electric fields obtained from 4-cm and
10-cm wide boards. The solid curves include the maximum radiation obtained from a
full-wave model of the entire configuration. As indicated by (5), the imbalance parameter
can be reduced by widening the ground plane. Hence, the common-mode radiated
emissions from the 10-cm wide board are about 8 dB lower than the emissions from the
4-cm wide board. This observation is consistent with the experimental results in [3].
In Figure 2.7, the dashed lines and dash-dot lines represent the results obtained
from the imbalance difference model in Figure 2.3 and the voltage/current-driven model
in Figure 2.4, respectively. Both equivalent models yield results that are in reasonable
agreement with the original configuration, particularly near the resonant peaks.

Figure 2.7. Comparison of the radiated emissions from the full trace-board configuration
and the two equivalent models.
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2.4.2 Trace Terminated with 0 ohms
The imbalance difference model eliminates the need to make assumptions about
which source model is dominant in a given situation. To illustrate the value of this, the
geometry in the previous section was modeled with the trace shorted to the ground plane
at the load. The source amplitude was 2 V and the source impedance was 100 ohms. This
is a configuration where the current-driven mechanism might be expected to dominate.
The current is approximately the same as it was in the 50-ohm load configuration, but the
voltage is significantly reduced.
The maximum 3-meter radiation from 4-cm and 10-cm wide boards was
calculated using the imbalance difference model and compared to results obtained by
analyzing the original trace-board configuration. The emissions from the shorted-trace
configuration are shown in Figure 2.8(a). The solid line is the result obtained from
analysis of the complete trace-board structure. The dashed line represents the simulation
result for the imbalance difference model. The magnitude of the equivalent commonmode voltage was computed using (15). Figure 2.8(b) compares the maximum electric
field radiated from the open-circuited board using both the original model and the
imbalance difference model. In this case, the magnitudes of the equivalent commonmode excitations were computed using (18).
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Figure 2.8. Comparison of the radiated emissions calculated using the trace-board
configuration and the imbalance difference model from shorted trace (upper plot) and
open trace (lower plot).
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Figure 2.9. Comparison of the radiated emissions from the shorted-trace configuration
calculated using the imbalance difference model and current-driven model.

The simulation results in Figure 2.9 show that both the imbalance model and the
current-driven model calculate the maximum radiation from the shorted-trace
configurations with reasonable accuracy. However, the current-driven model fails to
predict the small peaks at 235 MHz and 495 MHz for the 10 x 4 cm boards, and at 215
MHz and 475 MHz for the 10 x 10 cm boards. Further analysis shows that these peaks
are caused by the voltage difference between the trace and the ground plane, which is
zero at the load, but non-zero away from the load due to the inductance of the trace.
Although the current-driven peaks are dominant, the voltage-driven mechanism cannot be
neglected, even when the signal trace is shorted to the ground plane.
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2.4.3 Trace Located Near the Board Edge
It has been demonstrated experimentally and through numerical modeling that the
radiated fields are higher when signal traces are located near the board edge. Berg et. al.
[18] explained that the increment in the radiated emissions is the result of increased
magnetic flux beneath the board. Explained in terms of the imbalance difference model
described in Section 2.3, the imbalance parameter of the trace-board pair increases as the
trace is moved towards the board edge.

Figure 2.10. Test board configuration with different trace positions.

To illustrate this, boards were evaluated with different trace positions. Figure 2.10
shows a 10 cm x 10 cm board with a cable attached to each side. A 1-mm wide, 5-cm
long trace is located 3 mm above the ground plane. Two different trace positions were
evaluated. The maximum radiated fields from the board are shown in Figure 2.11. The
simulation results show that the radiated field is stronger when the trace is near the board
edge. The imbalance parameter is 0.0236 for the trace at position 1 and 0.0341 for the
trace at position 2; resulting in a 5 dB difference at 220 MHz. The imbalance difference
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model results are similar to the full trace-and-board configuration results over the entire
frequency range evaluated.

Figure 2.11. Comparison of radiated fields from the full trace-board configuration and the
imbalance difference model for two trace positions.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS
The imbalance difference model can be used to estimate the radiated emissions
from trace-board structures due to common-mode currents induced on attached cables.
The results obtained are similar to results obtained using voltage- and current-driven
models. Both models produce accurate results even though they employ equivalent
sources that have different amplitudes and locations. The voltage- and current-driven
models have the advantage that they are more intuitively linked to the field coupling
responsible for the induced currents. However, by observing the amplitudes of the terms
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in (10) and (11), the imbalance difference model also provides useful information about
the relative importance of the electric and magnetic field coupling. Furthermore, the
imbalance difference model has the advantage that is simpler to implement and models
both electric and magnetic field coupling simultaneously.
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CHAPTER THREE
IMPROVEMENTS TO A METHOD FOR ESTIMATING THE MAXIMUM
RADIATED EMISSIONS FROM PCBS WITH CABLES
Changyi Su and Todd Hubing
ABSTRACT
It has been shown in previous studies that the coupling from ICs, traces or
heatsinks on a printed circuit board to an attached cable can be modeled by placing
equivalent common-mode sources between the board and the cable. A closed-form
expression has been developed to estimate the maximum radiated emissions from the
board-source-cable structure [1]. While this expression is reasonably accurate for
frequencies not exceeding 500 MHz, it may unnecessarily overestimate the emissions in
some situations, especially when the maximum frequency of interest is extended beyond
500 MHz. This paper introduces two improvements to the closed-form expression in [1]
based on improved methods to determine the maximum value of F(θ, k) and the board
size. The new closed-form expression is evaluated for various board geometries and
frequency ranges by comparing the estimated maximum radiated emissions to full-wave
simulation results.
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Previous studies showed that the coupling from the ICs, traces or heatsinks on a
printed circuit (PCB) board to an attached cable can be effectively modeled by placing
equivalent voltage sources between the cable and the board [2]-[5]. The maximum
radiated emissions due to the common-mode current on the cable can be estimated using
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closed-form equations based on the board-equivalent-source-cable geometry [1]. The
closed-form expression in [1] has been shown to be reasonably accurate for various board
and cable geometries. The agreement between the estimates and the full-wave simulation
results is within a few decibels at frequencies up to 500 MHz.
While this is good accuracy for a closed-form estimate, this paper presents two
modifications to the original estimation method that extend the frequency range and
improve accuracy of the estimate. In [1], the maximum radiated emissions were
calculated using a constant, maximum value for a quantity called F(θ,k,lant) associated
with monopole radiation. The expression of the function is

F  , k , lant  

cos  klant cos    cos  klant 
sin 

(1)

where θ is a variable between 0 and π/2 and lant is the monopole length above ground.
Since the envelope of F(θ,k,lant) is a monotonically increasing function of
frequency, this method over-estimates emission levels at low frequencies, especially at
the first resonance. The over-estimation is worse when constant values of F(θ,k,lant) are
applied to frequency ranges extending beyond 500 MHz. Also, it was shown in [1] that
maximum current is achieved when the board-source-cable geometry is approximately a
quarter wavelength long. A board factor was introduced to account for the limiting effect
that the board size has on the maximum field at low frequencies. The board factor is a
sinusoidal function of the effective length of the board. In [1], the diagonal length of the
board is used as the effective length for both rectangular and square boards. However, it
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is more accurate to use an approximation that is more accurately accounts for the shape
of the board.
3.2 ENVELOPE of F(θ, k,lant)
In [1], the closed-form expression for estimating the maximum radiation is given
by,
E max  20 

1
 2.76  board _ factor  cable _ factor ,
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(2a)

where


sin  2 lboard   when lboard 
board _ factor  
4,

1.0,
otherwise.


(2b)



sin  2 lcable   when lcable 
cable _ factor  
4,

1.0,
otherwise.


(2c)

and
lboard  L2  W 2 ,

(2d)

with L and W denoting the board length and width.
In this expression, the number 2.76 represents the maximum value of F(θ,k,lant) in
Equation (1) when the maximum frequency of interest is 500 MHz. However, the
maximum value of F(θ,k,lant) is not constant and increases on average with frequency.
Hence, using a constant value of 2.76 tends to overestimate the values of |E| at
frequencies well below 500 MHz; and may underestimate the values of |E| when applied
to frequencies above 500 MHz.
The maximum values of F(θ,k,lant) are obtained when
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klant  n , n  1, 2,...

(3)

Combining Equation (3) and Equation (1), the maximum values of F(θ,k,lant) are

Fmax  , n  

cos  n cos    cos  n 
sin 

cos  n cos     1

sin 

n

.

(4)

The cos(θ) terms can be approximated by the first two terms of their Taylor’s
polynomials,
cos  1 

2
2

, when  


2

.

(5)

This results in a simplified version of (4),

Fmax  , n 

 n 2 
1  cos 

 2 
.
sin 

(6)

 n 2 
The maximum values of Equation (6) are achieved when cos 
  1 , or
 2 


2
.
n

(7)

Combining (6) and (7),

Fmax  n 

2
2
sin
n

, n  1, 2,...

(8)
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Note that θ satisfies the approximation in (5) for n>1. At n=1, the difference between (8)
and (4) is 0.5 dB.
To get a continuous function that captures all the peaks, the discrete function in Equation
(8) is replaced by its continuous envelope by substituting α for n,

Fmax  

2
 2
sin 

 

,

(9)

where α (≥1) is a real continuous variable function of frequency and is given by


flant
,
c0

(10)

where c0 is the velocity of light in free space.
Since α ≥1, the value of Equation (9) is always positive. The maximum value at α
= 1 is used for all frequencies corresponding to α<1.
Combing Equation (9) and (10),

Fmax  f 

2

 sin 2


2

  c 
0
 sin 

fl

ant 
 

f 

c0
lant

f 

c0 .
lant

(11)

Figure 3.1 shows the envelope of F(θ,k,lant) between 0 and 1 GHz. The green
dashed line represents the maximum value of F(θ,klant) over the entire frequency range.
Instead of using the maximum value, the envelope gives the exact maximum value at
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each resonance. The tendency to over-estimate at the lower frequencies is eliminated and
the accuracy is improved.

Figure 3.1. The maximum values of F (θ,k,lant).

By replacing the constant 2.76 in Equation (1) with Equation (11), the new
closed-form estimate for the maximum radiation can be written as
1
2

 board _ factor  cable _ factor
 20  37 
sin 2


1
2

 board _ factor  cable _ factor
20  37  

c
0

sin 


fl
ant




 

E max

f 

c0
lant

f 

c0 .
lant

(12)

3.3 IMPROVED EXPRESSION FOR CALCULATING THE EFFECTIVE
BOARD LENGTH
In [1], the effective length of a rectangular board is approximated to be the
diagonal length. This is a good approximation when the ratio of the board length to width
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is large. However, a broader board tends to present a lower impedance. In other words, a
nearly square board has a longer effective length than a narrow board with the same
diagonal length. An empirical equation for approximating the length can be found in [7].
leff ,board 

L2  W 2 ,
A

(13)

where A is a function of the board dimensions given by
A

L

2a , a  W .
L
4
1
2a

(14)

Combining (13) and (14),
leff ,board 

1  2L
2L

W  L2  W 2 .
W

(15)

When the board is very narrow, the effective length is roughly equal to the diagonal
length. As the board width increases, the effective length becomes larger than the
diagonal length.
Substituting leff,board (Equation 15) for lboard in (2b), the improved closed-form
expression for the maximum radiated emission is
1
2

 board _ factor  cable _ factor
 20  37 
sin
2


1
2

 board _ factor  cable _ factor
20  37  
c0 

sin 


 flant 


 

E max

where
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f 

c0
lant

f 

c0 ,
lant

(16a)



sin  2 leff ,board   when leff ,board 
board _ factor  
4,

1.0,
otherwise.


(16b)



sin  2 lcable   when lcable 
cable _ factor  
4,

1.0,
otherwise.


(16c)

and
leff ,board 

1  2L
2L

W  L2  W 2 .
W

(16d)

3.4 VALIDATION
To validate the new estimate, the configurations in [1] are used. Figure 3.2 shows
the simplified structure of a board with attached cable, where a 1-V voltage source is
connected to the center of the board. It was demonstrated in [1] that the peak emissions
are relatively independent of the connection point to the board. The cable is 1 meter long
and attached to an infinite ground plane.

Figure 3. 2. The geometry used to validate the new estimate.
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The estimates (2) and (16) are compared to full-wave simulation results [6].
Figure 3.3 shows a plot of closed-form estimates and simulation results for a 14-cm x 2cm rectangular board. With Eq. (2), the peak emissions at low frequencies are over
predicted when the maximum frequency is extended to 1GHz. The estimate using (16)
eliminates the over-estimation at low frequencies and the accuracy is comparable to (2) at
high frequencies. Figure 3.4 illustrates a similar plot for a 10-cm square board. The
estimates are different for square and rectangular boards that have the same diagonal
length. The effective length of a square board is slightly longer than that of a rectangular
board and consequently the resonant frequencies of the square board are slightly shifted
to the left. By using the new effective length in (15), the board factor in (16) accounts for
the frequency shift at low frequencies. The maximum radiation for a 63-cm x 9-cm
rectangular board and a 45-cm square board are plotted in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6,
respectively. The closed-form expression in (16) does a reasonable job of estimating the
maximum emissions for large board dimensions.
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Figure 3.3. Maximum radiation for a 14-cm x 2-cm rectangular board (1-m cable).

Figure 3.4. Maximum radiation for a 10-cm square board (1-m cable).
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Figure 3.5. Maximum radiation for a 63-cm x 9-cm rectangular board (1-m cable).

Figure 3.6. Maximum radiation for a 45-cm square board (1-m cable).
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The improvement in the accuracy of the estimate is even greater when the
maximum frequency is further extended. To illustrate this, the configuration in Figure 3.6
was evaluated between 10 MHz and 3 GHz, as shown in Figure 3.7. Since the value 2.76
in (2) only applies to frequencies up to 500 MHz, this constant as replaced by another
constant, 6.78, which is the maximum value of F(θ,k,lant) for frequencies up to 3 GHz.
Note that this causes the lower frequency peaks to be significantly over-estimated. The
closed-form expression in (16) improves the estimation by using the exact maximum
values of F(θ,k,lant) at every resonant frequency. The accuracy at low frequencies is
improved by up to 10 dB.

Figure 3.7. Maximum radiation for a 45-cm square board up to 3 GHz.
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes two improvements to the method introduced in [1]. The
accuracy of the estimate for larger frequency ranges is improved by using an expression
for the envelope of F(θ, klant) that equals the maximum value at every resonant frequency.
A modified expression for calculating the effective length of the board improves the
accuracy of the estimate when applied to nearly square boards.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CALCULATING RADIATED EMISSIONS DUE TO I/O LINE COUPLING ON
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS USING THE IMBALANCE DIFFERENCE METHOD
Changyi Su and Todd Hubing

ABSTRACT
High frequency signals on printed circuit board traces can couple to input/output
(I/O) nets that carry the coupled energy away from the board and result in significant
radiated emissions. A modeling technique is proposed to speed up the analysis of printed
circuit boards (PCBs) with coupled microstrip lines that induce common-mode currents
on attached cables. Based on the concept of imbalance difference, differential-mode
sources are converted to equivalent common-mode sources that drive the attached cable
and the PCB reference plane. A closed-form expression based on the imbalance
difference model is developed to estimate the maximum radiated emissions due to I/O
line coupling in PCBs.

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Crosstalk is a major concern for PCB designers. Coupling between signal lines
can cause electromagnetic interference (EMI) issues as well as signal integrity (SI)
problems. Crosstalk between signal traces and traces that connect to wires that bring
signals or power onto the board (I/O lines) can be particularly troublesome.

Although

crosstalk can be minimized by careful rooting of signal and I/O traces, there are times
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when a designer has no alternative but to allow some amount of crosstalk in their design.
Calculating levels of crosstalk is particularly challenging when one of traces is an I/O
trace, because the termination impedance of the trace may be unknown.
One approach for analyzing the radiated emissions due to coupling between signal
and I/O lines in a PCB is through simulation of the interconnect system using a 3D fullwave electromagnetic modeling (EM) simulator. Full-wave models can provide accurate
solutions to well-defined problems, but they require significant computational resources
and they cannot predict how small changes in the structure will affect the results without
repeating the analysis with these changes made. Full-wave models are not practical
option for providing fast estimates of worst-case radiated emissions during the initial
design and routing processes. An alternative approach is to divide the entire I/O coupling
problem into three essential components:
1) Calculating the voltages coupled to the I/O line circuit;
2) Modeling the wire/board structure as an antenna;
3) Determining the maximum radiated emissions from this source/antenna structure.
Extensive research has been devoted to developing fast and accurate techniques
for crosstalk analysis [1]-[4], the first component of this problem. Less research has been
done on the antenna model and the radiated emission estimation, but simple equations
were derived by assuming the attached cable was an isotropic radiator in [5]. A maximum
radiated field estimate based on a dipole antenna model was presented in [6]-[9]. In this
model, a common-mode voltage source was applied between the cable and the PCB
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reference plane at the connector; but the input impedance of the antenna was required to
determine the magnitude of the common-mode voltage. In the previous papers, either
simulations [7] or measurements [8] were used to obtain the impedance of the antenna.
In [9], a worst-case estimate of the antenna impedance, based on a resonant half-wave
dipole, was used. This method did not require simulation or measurement of the input
impedance of the antenna and provided a reasonable estimate of the worst-case radiated
emissions. However, it did not calculate the field strength at frequencies between the
resonances. Finally, the effects of eliminating the coupled lines and the dielectric layer
from the antenna model were also unclear. An equivalent model which includes the I/O
line and part of the dielectric layer was proposed in [10]. However, these details
significantly increased the simulation time.
In Section 4.2, the Thevenin equivalent source coupled to the I/O circuit is
determined. Section 4.3 introduces a model for calculating the radiated emissions due to
I/O coupling on PCBs that significantly reduces simulation times without sacrificing the
accuracy of the results. The model is derived based on the concept of imbalance
difference [11]-[15]. The differential-mode signals on the signal traces are converted to
equivalent common-mode sources quantitatively using a parameter called the imbalance
factor. In the imbalance difference model, the lines carrying differential signals on the
PCB are replaced by equivalent common-mode sources. This model separates the
radiation problem from the PCB coupling problem and provides a fast way to estimate
the radiated fields from the PCB due to coupling between signal and I/O lines. In Section
4.4, a closed-form expression is developed based on the imbalance difference model to
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predict the maximum radiation from the PCB. The accuracy of the model and the closedform expression are evaluated for various test geometries in Section 4.5.
4.2 THEVENIN EQUIVALENT COUPLING SOURCE
A schematic illustrating the coupling from a high-speed signal trace to an adjacent
I/O line is shown in Figure 4.1. The signal trace and the I/O line are routed next to each
other over a wide ground plane. The traces are on the same layer without conducting
planes between them. The signal trace is connected to a signal source at one end and
terminated with a load at the other end. The I/O trace is terminated with a resistance at
the near-end and a wire extending beyond the return plane at the far-end. The signal can
be coupled to the I/O circuit by two coupling mechanisms: magnetic-field coupling or
electric-field coupling. Magnetic-field (or inductive) coupling occurs when the magnetic
field lines from the source circuit, pass through the loop formed by the I/O trace circuit
and return plane. Schematically, magnetic coupling is represented by a mutual inductance
(Lm) between the two loops. Similarly, a mutual capacitance (Cm) between the two traces
is used to indicate that energy is coupled from the source circuit to the victim circuit
through an electric field (i.e. capacitive coupling).
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Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of signal coupling to an I/O line.

In this paper, the analysis of this problem will be broken into three distinct stages:
1) Developing the equivalent lumped-element circuit model for the two coupling
mechanisms and determining the total voltage coupled to the victim circuit;
2) Developing a relative simple imbalance difference model for the complex geometry;
3) Analyzing the simplified model to determine either the actual or worst-case radiated
emissions.
To calculate the crosstalk between the coupled lines, consider the equivalent
circuit shown in Figure 4.2. A source circuit consists of a source voltage (Vsignal) and a
source impedance (ZS) which is connected to a load (ZL) via a signal trace. Two other
terminations, denoted as ZNE and ZFE, are connected to an I/O trace. The circuit
terminations are known and have variable values, with the exception of the far-end load
of the I/O trace (ZFE), where the cable is attached. The equivalent impedance looking into
the attached cable is actually the input impedance of an antenna which is driven by the
induced voltage at the connector.
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Figure 4.2. Equivalent circuit illustrating crosstalk.

Two types of coupling induce noise in the victim circuit, i.e. the inductive
coupling and the capacitive coupling. By assuming the lines are weakly coupled, the total
coupling is a linear combination of contributions due to these two coupling mechanisms
[3]. In Figure 4.3, the I/O trace and return plane is represented as a transmission line of
length l. One end of the transmission line is connected to a voltage source (Vind) which
represents the induced EMF due to inductive coupling.

Figure 4.3. The magnetic coupling model of the victim circuit.
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By assuming the signal trace is electrically short, the induced voltage due to
inductive coupling is given by
Vˆind   j Lm

(1)

1
VˆSignal
ZS  ZL

where Lm is the mutual inductance between the signal trace circuit and the I/O trace
circuit.
In Figure 4.4, an independent current source (Icap) represents the induced current
due to capacitive coupling.

Figure 4. 4. The capacitive coupling model of the victim circuit.

The induced current source amplitude is
Iˆcap  jCm

(2)

ZL
VˆSignal
ZS  ZL

where Cm is the mutual capacitance between the signal trace circuit and the I/O trace
circuit.
The total voltage induced in the victim circuit is the linear superposition of the
two equivalent coupling sources,
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Vˆtotal  Vˆind  Vˆcap

.

Z Z 
1
 j   Lm
 Cm NE L  VˆSignal
ZS  ZL
ZS  ZL 


(3)

At low frequencies, the I/O trace can be approximated as lossless transmission
line and the voltage at the connector is readily calculated from transmission line theory
[16]. As shown in Figure 4.5(a), the I/O line structure in Figure 4.1 is represented as a
transmission line of length l connected on one end to a source circuit and on the other end
to a load (ZFE). The circuit in Figure 4.5(b) is the Thevenin equivalent of the circuit in
Figure 4.5(a).

Figure 4.5. Equivalent circuits for the I/O line structure, (a) transmission line circuit, (b)
Thevenin equivalent circuit.

The Thevenin equivalent source driving ZFE consists of an equivalent voltage
source (Veq) and equivalent impedance (Zeq). The general solution for voltage on a
lossless transmission line is
(4)

Vˆ ( z)  V0 e j z  V0 e j z ,
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where V0 and V0 are the voltage amplitudes of the incident and reflected waves,
respectively. The Thevenin voltage for the circuit in Figure 4.5(a) is
(5)

Vˆeq  Vˆtotal  z  0   V0  V0  V0 1    .

When calculating the open-circuit voltage, the reflection coefficient is one since the load
side is open. Therefore, Equation (5) becomes
Vˆeq  V0  V0  2V0 .

(6)

where V0+ is given by
 Vˆ Z
V0   total in
 Zin  Z NE


1

  j  l
 jl  .

 e  e

(7)

Zin is the input impedance looking toward the open-circuit load and is given by
Zin 

Z0
,
j tan  l

(8)

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line and β is the wave
number.
Combining Equations (6) and (7), leads to the result

  Vˆtotal
Z0
Vˆeq  2 
  j l
 j l
 Z0  jZ NE tan  l   e  e


 .


(9)

Replacing Vtotal with Equation (3), the magnitude of Vˆeq is

Vˆeq 

VˆSignal

Z0
Z Z
1
 Lm
 Cm NE L .
cos  l Z 0  jZ NE tan  l
ZS  ZL
ZS  ZL
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(10)

The Thevenin equivalent impedance is
 Z  jZ 0 tan  l 
Z eq  Z 0  NE
.
 Z 0  jZ NE tan  l 

(11)

The mutual inductance and capacitance in Equation (10) can be calculated based on the
concept of even-mode and odd-mode capacitances of coupled microstrip lines on a
printed circuit board [17].
4.3 THE IMBALANCE DIFFERENCE MODEL
In section 4.2, the complex geometry in Figure 4.1 was simplified by removing
the signal trace circuit and applying the total induced voltage source to the victim circuit,
as shown in Figure 4.6(a). The development of the simplified circuit in Figure 4.6(a) does
not require any prior knowledge of the impedance at the cable end of the I/O circuit. In
this section, the structure in Figure 4.6(a) is further simplified using the imbalance
difference theory first proposed by Watanabe [11] and further developed in [12]-[15].
According to this theory, the common-mode current on the cable in Figure 4.6(a) is
equivalent to the current on the cable in Figure 4.6(b). In Figure 4.6(b), the ground plane
is driven against the cable by two common-mode sources. The amplitude of each
common-mode source is the product of the differential-mode voltage and the change in
the imbalance factor that occurs at teach end of the I/O trace. Since the width of the trace
is much smaller than that of the board, the change in the imbalance at the source end of
the trace is very close to zero. Hence, the magnitude of the first common-mode source
(VCM1) is close to zero. The change in the imbalance factor at the other end is very close
to 1. Therefore, the magnitude of the second common-mode source (VCM2) is
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approximately equal to the differential-mode voltage (VFE) at the connector. With thee
approximations, the equivalent model in Figure 4.6(b) can be further simplified to Figure
4.6(c) in which the board is driven by the differential-mode voltage at the load end of the
I/O trace.

Figure 4.6.The imbalance difference model for the I/O line structure, (a) full model (b)
imbalance difference model (c) simplified imbalance difference model.

From the circuit in Figure 4.6(c), the voltage driving the cable depends on the
value of the antenna impedance. The input impedance of the dipole-type antenna in
Figure 4.6(c) is a complex function of frequency that can only be determined by fullwave simulation or measurement. To avoid doing this, the equivalent model in Figure
4.6(c) is replaced by the model in Figure 4.7. In the new model, the Thevenin equivalent
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source in Figure 4.5(b) is substituted for the common-mode source in Figure 4.6(c). For
cable current calculations, the simplified source in Figure 4.7 is equivalent to the original
circuit in Figure 4.1 and does not require any assumptions about the antenna input
impedance.

Figure 4.7. Imbalance difference model.

In Figure 4.7, both the I/O line and the dielectric layer were deleted from the
model. While these play an important role in full-wave simulations of the entire structure,
they are relatively unimportant after the amplitude of the common-mode source is
determined. To achieve the highest degree of accuracy, they can be left in the model, but
eliminating the I/O line and the dielectric layer from the equivalent model significantly
reduces the simulation time while still yielding good results.
4.4 MAXIMUM RADIATED EMISSION ESTIMATION
A full-wave analysis of the radiated emissions from the simplified model in
Figure 4.7 will yield virtually the same results as a full-wave analysis of the much more
complex configuration in Figure 4.1. However, very often for EMC problem analysis, it
is much more useful to obtain the maximum emissions from the PCB with all possible
cable lengths and orientations than it is to obtain the emission from one specific cable
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geometry. A closed-form formula was developed in [18] to estimate the maximum
radiated electric field from the antenna model in Figure 4.7. This formula was enhanced
in [19] to be more accurate over larger frequency ranges. When a board is driven by an
ideal common-mode source, VCM, the maximum electric field can be calculated as
2

 20  I peak 
sin 2


2

20  I peak  
c0 

sin 


 flcable 


 

E max

f 
f 

c0
lcable
c0 ,

(12)

lcable

where lcable is the length of the attached cable, f is the frequency, and c0 is the propagation
velocity in free space. Ipeak is the highest current that actually exists on the cable and is
given by
I peak 

VCM
Rmin
.
board _ factor  cable _ factor

(13)

Rmin is the input resistance of a resonant quarter-wave monopole. Two factors were
defined to account for the effect that the finite cable length and the small board size have
on this minimum resistance


sin  2 lboard   when lboard 
board _ factor  
4,

1.0,
otherwise.


(14)



sin  2 lcable   when lcable 
cable _ factor  
4,

1.0,
otherwise.


(15)

and
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lboard 

1  2L
2L

W  L2  W 2 ,
W

where L and W denote the board length and width.
The common-mode source in Figure 7 is connected to the equivalent impedance,
Zeq. Since this impedance value is not affected by the cable length and source location,
the highest current on the cable can be written as
Veq

I peak 
Z eq 

Rmin
.
board _ factor  cable _ factor

(16)

For the model in Figure 7, Equations (12) - (16) can be used to estimate the maximum
radiated electric field strength at a distance of 3 meter from the board.
4.5 VALIDATION

Figure 4.8. Test geometry.
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In order to validate the equivalent model in Figure 4.7, the radiated fields from
various I/O coupling geometries were calculated using a full-wave numerical modeling
code [20]. The modeled test board and the coupled traces are shown in Figure 4.8. The
test board has a dimensions L x W. The traces have a microstrip line structure. A crosssectioned view of the coupled microstrip line structure is also shown in Figure 4.8.The
signal trace is driven by a 1-V, 50-Ω voltage source at one end and terminated with a 50Ω load at the other end. An I/O trace is routed parallel with the signal trace and extended
beyond the board as 1 meter long cable with negligible diameter. The near-end of the I/O
trace is terminated with a 50-Ω resistor. The space between the traces and the ground
plane is filled with a dielectric material with a dielectric constant, εr.
To validate the imbalance difference model and the closed-form expression in
Equations (12) - (16), both the geometry and the dielectric constant were varied as listed
in Table 4.1. The geometrical parameters include the trace width-to-height ratio (a/t), the
separation-to-height ratio (s/t), the coupling length, and the board width.

Table 4.1. Simulation configurations.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

a/h
0.5
0.5
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5

Geometrical parameters
s/h Lcoupling (mm) L (mm) W (mm)
0.5
20
100
100
1.0
20
100
100
0.5
20
100
100
0.5
40
100
100
0.5
20
100
40
0.5
20
100
100
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Dielectric constant εr
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
4.0

Figure 4.9 shows a plot of the simulation results from the model of the entire
configuration and the corresponding imbalance difference model, together with the
maximum emissions estimate for Case 1. The imbalance difference model yields results
that are in good agreement with the original configuration over the entire 10-1000 MHz
frequency range. The closed-form expression estimates the peak emissions from the
board within a few decibels at every resonant frequency. Figures 4.10-4.13 show similar
plots for test cases 2-5. In all cases, the difference between the simulation and the
estimate is within a few decibels.

Figure 4.9. Maximum radiation for Case 1.
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Figure 4.10. Maximum radiation for Case 2.

Figure 4.11. Maximum radiation for Case 3.
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Figure 4.12. Maximum radiation for Case 4.

Figure 4.13. Maximum radiation for Case 5.
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Figure 4.14. Maximum radiation for Case 6.

In Case 6, where the dielectric constant is 4.0, the agreement between the full
model (with dielectric) and the imbalance difference model (no dielectric) is excellent.
This demonstrates that the presence of the dielectric is no longer required after the model
has been simplified using the imbalance difference model. Eliminating the dielectric layer
from the imbalance difference model significantly reduces the simulation time without
sacrificing the accuracy of the results.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS
An equivalent source/imbalance difference model for printed circuit boards with
coupling between high-speed traces and I/O traces has been presented. In this model, the
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differential-mode sources and traces are replaced with a common-mode voltage source
that drives the attached cable against the reference plane. The fine structures of the traces
are eliminated in the equivalent model; and therefore, analysis of the equivalent model
requires much less computational resources than an analysis of the full model. Based on
the imbalance difference model, a closed-form expression was also presented that
estimates the maximum radiated emissions from the PCB-cable structure.
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